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M is for MAXIMUM REUSE    of PLASTICS 

The 2nd M for MAXIMUM REUSE         

of PLASTICS !                                         

There are 120 wonder ways                 

to do it !!                                      

There are three fantastic reuse for 

PLASTIC WASTE 



The 2nd “M” of M3 
Maximum Reuse of 

Plastics.                            
How many ways the 

plastic that has come to 
you can be reused?    

Here is the list. 



PLASTIC BAG BANK                                               
(called as                                 
PLASTIC BAG HOLDER)
Before knowing that, you 
must know how to and 
where to neatly and safely 
keep the plastic bags that 
have reached your hands so 
that you can reuse them. For 
that you must keep or make 
one                                         
PLASTIC BAG BANK                                              
(called as                                    
PLASTIC BAG HOLDER)

M2 MAXIMUM  REUSE as PLASTIC BAG  



M2 MAXIMUM  REUSE as PLASTIC BAG                                                     
What you can do with the plastic 

bags that accumulate in your 
HOME?                                                

You can stack & stock plastic bags 
neatly for future use. Care to be 
exercised, not to keep the plastic 

bags in  places like kitchen due to the 
risk of fire catching plastics and 

becoming a fire hazard.                                        



M2 MAXIMUM  REUSE as PLASTIC BAG                                                     
What you can do with the plastic 

bags that accumulate in your 
HOME?                                                 

You can safely keep them in a  
PLASTIC BAG HOLDER                                
(you can nick name it as                           

Plastic Bag Bank)                                                   
which help you nicely organising 

plastic bags for stocking and using 
when needed away from the kitchen   



PLASTIC BAG BANK (PLASTIC BAG HOLDER

1. Its picture 2. Your depositing plastic bag in it  

PLASTIC 

BAG 

BANK 

PLASTIC 

BAG 

HOLDER



PLASTIC BAG BANK (PLASTIC BAG HOLDER)                                             

1. The plastic Bag Bank has sufficient deposits.                                             

2. You are withdrawing it from the BANK before you go for shopping, 

the numbers as you need them

PLASTIC 

BAG 

HOLDER

PLASTIC 

BAG 

BANK 



M2 MAXIMUM  REUSE as PLASTIC BAG                                                     

The plastic bag somehow that has 

come to you. Use it for shopping 
1. Use it for shopping by                  

carrying it with you 



2. Plant saplings can be grown in a plastic bag

M2 MAXIMUM  REUSE as PLASTIC BAG                                                     



Saplings can be grown in Milk Sachets 



M
The 2nd M of M 2                      

also stands for                                        

2. MAXIMUM UPCYCLE



Make PLASTIC-CITY
as PLASTICITY  

(the quality of being easily shaped or moulded –
i.e. yourself towards   non-plastic-bags) 

UP-CYCLING of 
PLASTIC WASTE  

as



Is there an excellent reuse for Pet Bottles?                                           

Yes Pet Bottles can become PET of the poor. 

You can fix water filled pet bottles on the roof 

of the thatches & sheds. There will be wonder 

lighting in the daytime  better than electric 

bulbs

QUESTION

M2 MAXIMUM  REUSE  



PET BOTTLE DAYTIME LIGHTING
The huts without 

windows are dark 

even during the 

daytime.                      

 This problem can 

be solved easily .   

 Fill pet bottles 

with water & insert it 

on the roof with top 

pointing upwards 

with 3/4th inside. 

The sun light that 

falls on the top of the 

bottle will reflect and 

glow more than a 

powerful in the day 

times . 



MAXIMUM REUSE of plastic waste is great.                                                    

Are there any other ways the Plastic Waste can 

be reused?                                                        

Answer: There are 200 ways that the plastic 

waste can be reused. Here is a 

representational List

QUESTION

M2 MAXIMUM  REUSE  



How many more ways M2 
Maximum Reuse of plastic 

bags can be achieved ?

Please 
separate 

presentation  

M2 MAXIMUM REUSE of PLASTC BAGS  



16 novel ways  to REUSE Plastic Bags.

REUSE PLASTIC 
BAGS. Please 

separate presentation  



M2 MAXIMUM  REUSE  
3. Up-Cycle plastic Waste 

Don’t Recycle but Up-Cycle

Don’t Recycle but Up-Cycle

Plastic-City>Plasticity



Chair has become 
toilet seat 

Chair has become 
wheel chair 

Broken Chair as 
Toilet Seat 

Chairs  have become 
SEE-SAW `

CARE INNOVATIONS : Up-Cycling 1 Bathroom & Wash  

Old broken chairs taken a new avatar 



M2 MAXIMUM REUSE 3. Up-Cycle plastic Waste 



M2 MAXIMUM REUSE 3. Up-Cycle plastic Waste 

DRINKING WATER DISPENSER 



M2 MAXIMUM REUSE 3. Up-Cycle plastic Waste 



Do it YOURSELF   Upcycled Plastic 

Bottle Drawer Storage System



M2 MAXIMUM REUSE 3. Up-Cycle plastic Waste 
Plastic-City Plasticity

Don’t 

Recycle but 

Up-Cycle





Used WASTE HDPE BIN, one minus  & and KITCHEN WASTE, another MINUS  
can become a MAJOR PLUS of harvesting ORGANIC MANURE   



Discarded TV

THERMOCOL
PET BOTTLES 

Thrown out  Mixer 

Used WASTE HDPE BIN, one minus  & and KITCHEN WASTE, another MINUS  
can become a MAJOR PLUS of harvesting ORGANIC MANURE   











More Upcycling 
of waste plastic

Transfer from HERE to the 
specific PPT 



Old Pet Bottle can 
become an excellent 
natural AC without 

electricity  

PET BOTTLE           
Air-conditioner. 

Please separate 
presentation  



PET BET                
WASTE PET BOTTLE 

USES. Please separate 
presentation   

UPCYCLING  OLD PET BOTTLES   taking so many    

NEW AVTARS 



OLD PET BOTTLES                      
BAT for 

GREENERY  

PET PAT                      
OLD PET BOTTLES                     

taking so many                      
NEW AVTARS. Please see 

separate presentation  



M
The 2nd M of M 2                      

stands for                

Maximum Recycle 



M
The 2nd M of M 2                      

also stands for                                        

3. MAXIMUM RECYCLE (Make 

use of PLASTC WASTE for use 

as resource for making many 

other products)



PET BOTTLE RECYCLING

Please separate 
presentation  

Make use of PLASTC WASTE for use as                             

RESOURCE for making many other products                                        

1. PET BOTTLE



MAXIMUM REUSE                   

“Use                       

PLASTIC WASTE              

as a non-polluting 

RESOURCE

for several                   

PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES”  



MAXIMUM REUSE                   
“Use                       

PLASTIC WASTE              
as a non-polluting 

RESOURCE”

You can extract 
oil                

from Plastics  



MAXIMUM REUSE “Use  PLASTIC WASTE                                                        

as a non-polluting RESOURCE”

Plastic waste can  be mixed 

with road bitumen  to help 

the durability of the ROAD



MAXIMUM REUSE “Use  PLASTIC WASTE                                                        

as a non-polluting RESOURCE”



MAXIMUM REUSE “Use  PLASTIC WASTE                                                        

as a non-polluting RESOURCE”



PLASTIC can be 

used as FUEL in 

CEMENT INDUSTRY 



Uses for recycled plastic

Recycled plastic can be used in

almost as many applications and

products as prime plastic - for

example packaging, construction

and automotive products.



Uses for recycled 
plastic. Please 

separate presentation  

Uses for recycled plastic



WHAT ABOUT MULTI-LAYER-FLEXIBLE-

PLASTIC-WASTE ?



A                     
POLYCRACK MACHINE       

can convert                       
multi-layer-waste

into  FUEL-OIL



The 4 step process          
Bailing                              
Polycrack (reverse 

polymerization)              
 Passing through Catalyst             
 Condensation



THE 4 STEP PROCESS          

100 KILO GRAMS OF  MULTI-LAYER-FLEXIBLE-PLASTIC-WASTE = 60 

KILOS OF FUEL OIL





Why the  plastic waste is not 

collected but  found strewn 

everywhere & how to 

overcome it ?

QUESTION

PLASTIC PRACTIC ExNoRa   via P3 by M3



The answer for Plastic waste found 

strewn everywhere:

The transportation of plastic waste 

costs a lot as the plastic waste 

occupies a lot of space in the 

transporting truck though it is very 

light.



You should ask a few more questions

 How to make PLASTIC WASTE COLLECTION

sustainable in the context  of Maximum 

Reuse? 

 How to cut cost involved in transportation 

of Plastic Waste?

 How the transporting trucks can be helped 

to carry more volume of plastic waste to 

make it viable? 

PLASTIC PRACTIC ExNoRa   via P3 by M3



Plastic waste is very light in weight but occupies a lot  
space of the truck.    In other words , the trucks can carry 
from 5 to 10 times more weight .  

If the cost of plastic waste  of 25 kg is Rs 1/ - per, 
the transportation cost will be Rs 4/ (just as an 
example ) 

This problem can be overcome and transportation cost of 
plastic waste also can be made Rs 1/ -by enabling the 
truck carry 4 times more volume by shredding plastic 
waste at source by a shredder . 

In spite of the fact that plastic waste is useful in several regards, why no interest is 

shown to collect it and reap the benefits ?

PLASTIC PRACTIC ExNoRa   via P3 by M3



Plastic Shredder  
Pet Bottle Crusher 

Shredded Plastics
Crushed Pet 

Bottles 

Making plastic  recycling economical by making  plastic 

transportation economical

This exercise will make plastic transportation economical so also recycling   and we will not 

find plastic waste on the streets without being removed



QUESTION

Is there a way to use the 

plastic waste to trigger the 

creativity in you?

M2 MAXIMUM REUSE of PLASTC WASTE 

PLASTIC PRACTIC ExNoRa  via P3 by M3 



BENEFIT  1: PLASTIC ART                          

Plastic Waste  can be used 

to trigger the creativity in 

you. It offers you  plenty of 

opportunities to keep your 

RIGHT BRAIN on toes  

which is meant for MAGIC. 

PLASTIC WASTE IS A WONDER RESOURCE TO  TRAIN YOUR 

MAGICAL RIGHT BRAIN

BENEFIT 2 : PROPAGATION  

Hold massive Plastic Art 

ECOBITIONS and invite people. 

Each art piece will serve as a 

good publicity medium to 

propagate P3 M3 “Plastic from  

Pathetic to Fantastic” 

Finally “Time to switch on your LOGICAL LEFT BRAIN”                                                   

Once your Plastic Art & Propagation via ECOBITIONS are over switch on 

your Logical Left Brain and ensure the plastic waste is  put into one of the 

several beneficial uses by sending it to those who need it  for   1. Extraction 

of Fuel  2. For laying the tar road & 3. As Fuel only for Cement Industry 



M2 MAXIMUM  REUSE  
4. Plastic Waste Art



4. Plastic  Art - Waste Art 

e.g. for “M2” Maximum Reuse  



MAKE WORTH OF WASTE:

 An art installation of plastic 

bottles and light.

 Goals

 To raise awareness by making 

worth of plastic waste

 To make art that it inspires 

others to re-use discarded 

material

 To prevent plastic from polluting 

the environment

 To encourage and promote 

recycling and re-use

M2 MAXIMUM  REUSE  4 Illumination by using  Natural 

Light 



PLASTIC ART 
Please 

separate 
presentation  

“M2” Maximum Reuse  PLASTIC ART



Human creativity knows 

no limits. With a bit of 

creative and innovative 

input, ordinary waste 

materials like plastic bags 

and paper rolls can 

become works of art. 

Perhaps that old belt can 

be made into a wristlet, 

wooden pallets made into 

furniture and old 

magazines and books 

made into scrapbooks

Create 

Awareness 

CREATIVELY

Make a huge  

Plastic Demon 

out of plastic 

waste. Take 

precaution 

that it does 

not fall  

Plastic 

Demon 

M2 MAXIMUM  REUSE  

Massive Awareness on Plastics by creation of Massive plastic demon  



M2 MAXIMUM  RECYCLE 

So much said here about reusing plastic waste and ruling 

out recycling , there is a great successful recycling of thin 

plastics is being done in Australia, which other nations can 

follow. REPLAS’ unique ability to mix different plastic 

polymers together to create complex three dimensional 

shapes has resulted in a range of over 200 colorful

products.

Recycled plastic products are low maintenance, long-lasting 

and offer an ethical alternative to the use of traditional

materials.



Incredible . Thin plastic waste  has taken a new avatar as 

Benches , fences, road, bridges and pathways thanks to the 

Recycling Company PEPLAS



does recycling 
thanks to 

collection of thin 
plastic done by  

REDcycle has 

kept its plastic bag 

collection box in all 

departmental 

stores/ residential 

colonies and 

collects them and 

hands over to 

REPLAS for making 

them excellent 

products 



Replas is Australia’s leading recycled plastic manufacturer and aims to 
provide a solution for plastic waste by delivering quality cost effective 
sustainable products.

The company produces a range of over 200 recycled plastic products 
in Australia using state-of-the-art machinery and robotics together 
with a high degree of energy efficiency.

The range includes bollards, signage, outdoor furniture, fitness 
equipment and enduroplank/decking as well as products suitable for 
traffic control, parks and gardens and the utilities industry.

Replas’ plastic recycling leads to low maintenance products that are 
designed to last. Recycled plastic is resistant to termites, 
microorganisms and moisture, and will never split, rot, crack or need 
painting.

Through the REDcycle Program Replas is proud to partner with 
companies, such as Coles and Woolworths, who have taken 
responsibility for the plastic waste they create. The soft plastic 
material collected through the program can be recycled by Replas and 
turned into products designed for outdoor use within the community.
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